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Abstract:
Another	supplement	to	the	essay	English,	Scotch,	and	Irish	Dance	and	Song,	which	is	
primarily	a	documentation	of	rising	cadence	ﬁgures	in	dances,	ﬁddle	tunes,	and	songs	
from	late	eighteenth	and	early	nineteenth	century	published	sources.	Gathered	here	
are	an	additional	70	examples	taken	from	ﬁles	downloaded	in	May	and	June	2017.
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Introduction										
	
My	essay	English,	Scotch,	and	Irish	Dance	and	Song,	published	on	Texas	Scholar	Works	in	May	
2017,	is	primarily	a	documentation	of	rising	cadence	ﬁgures	in	eighteenth	and	nineteenth	
century	dances,	ﬁddle	tunes,	and	songs	from	the	British	Isles.	
A	supplement	(link)	was	published	at	the	end	of	June	2017	and	gathered	about	50	additional	
examples;	this	second	supplement	has	about	70	more.	See	the	Appendix	for	a	collation	of	the	
tunes	in	all	three	documents:	link.	
This	installment	diﬀers	from	the	earlier	essays	in	that	it	is	a	simple	anthology	of	tunes;	
commentary	is	provided	only	for	a	very	few	individual	items,	most	of	them	in	this	introduction	
and	in	the	section	on	Anderson’s	Budget.	Other	published	versions	of	some	tunes	in	this	
supplement	have	already	appeared,	with	commentary,	in	the	original	essay	or	the	ﬁrst	
supplement.	The	reader	can	use	the	Appendix	to	locate	those.	
The	sources	for	this	supplement	are:
Aird,	James	(publisher,	volumes	1-2),	James	McFadyen	(volumes	1-5),	Alexander	
MacGoun	(volume	6).	A	Selection	of	Scotch,	English,	Irish	and	Foreign	Airs.	
1782-1801.	Digitized	by	Internet	Archive;	downloaded	from	IMSLP.	[200	
pieces	each	in	Vols.1-5,	180	in	Vol.6]
Anderson,	J.	(publisher)	Anderson's	Budget	of	Strathspeys,	Reels	and	Country	Dances.	
Volume	1.	Second	edition.	c.1800?		Digitized	by	Internet	Archive;	
downloaded	from	IMSLP.
May,	John	Alexander	(composer,	compiler,	editor).	A	selection	of	the	most	favorite	
songs,	duetts,	glees,	waltzes,	marches,	Scots,	Irish,	and	Welch	airs.	c.	1810.	
Downloaded	from	IMSLP.
Sharp,	Cecil	(compiler,	editor).	Morris	Dance	Tunes.	Nine	sets;	nos.	2,	4-9	available	to	
me.	First	two	decades	of	the	1900s.	Downloaded	from	IMSLP.
For	more	information	on	rationale	and	method,	see	the	introduction	to	the	main	essay	linked	
above.	For	additional	information	on	ascending	cadence	gestures,	tonal	frames,	and	linear	
analysis,	see	that	essay	and	also	the	introduction	to	the	ﬁrst	supplement.	
The	examples,	with	commentary,	on	the	following	pages	are	intended	as	“reminders”	of	points	
made	in	those	earlier	documents.
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n131_miss	gunning	(Aird_v1)
“Miss	Gunning’s	Delight”	is	unusual	in	the	clarity	with	which	it	deﬁnes	an	octave	space	from	^3,	
even	more	so	in	that	the	space	is	initiated	from	above,	not	below	--	see	at	(a)	and	the	
conﬁrming	arpeggio	in	bar	3	(boxed).	When	B4	reappears	for	the	consequent	phrase	--	at	(b)	--	
the	space	is	redeﬁned	as	a	sixth,	B4-D4.	That’s	not	surprising,	as	the	lowest	ﬁfth	of	the	violin	
register	is	rarely	used	in	a	consequential	(longer-distance)	way	in	the	traditional	ﬁddle	
repertoires.	Here,	the	upper	^3	predominates	from	the	outset,	in	any	case.	
Even	in	the	ﬁrst	four	bars,	the	oscillation	between	^3	and	
^2	is	obvious	--	see	the	example	at	the	right:
																																															
In	closing	the	period	--	see	again	the	main	example	
above	--	the	oscillation	produces	double	neighbor	notes,	
but	also	the	possibility	of	“splitting”	the	^2	in	bar	7	to	
recover	^3	in	bar	8	while	simultaneously	dropping	to	^1	
(see	parentheses	below	the	score	in	bars	7-8).	
The	second	strain	starts	with	a	classic	cover-tone	gesture	
--	G5	suddenly	leaps	(literally)	out	of	the	preceding	and	is	
set	in	strong	contrast	to	the	lower	register,	which	is	expressed	ﬁrst	through	the	unfoldings	F#-
A,	but	is	followed	by	the	ﬁrm	recovery	of	^3	with	its	outlined	sixth	(unfolding	to	D4	--	(b)	again).
The	third	strain	immediately	turns	the	third	B4-G4	about,	as	B4-D5,	and	this	inverted	interval	
dominates	the	strain:	see	the	neighbor	at	(c),	then	repetitions	of	same	(with	√)	and	ﬁnally	a	
simple	ascent	from	^5	to	^8	in	the	cadence.
In	all	this	B4	retains	its	place	but	now	as	an	alto	voice.	In	the	example	below,	the	Schenkerian	
stereotype	of	^3-^2	as	interruption	crosses	the	antecedent,	and	I	think	it	is	not	impossible	to	
hear	the	imagined	^2	that	I	have	inserted	into	bar	7	to	generate	a	full	third-line	in	the	lower	
voice	as	the	simple	ascent	reveals	itself	in	the	upper.
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“Miss	Gunning’s	Delight”	is	typical	of	the	repertoire	in	that	the	three	strains	are	quite	distinct	
from	one	another	(a	design	that	aids	articulation	for	the	dance	but	also	variety	for	the	multiple	
repetitions	of	strains	needed	for	the	dance),	but	it	is	unusual	in	the	extent	to	which,	
nevertheless,	one	can	follow	a	series	of	overlapping	motivic	threads.	The	octave	that	opens	the	
ﬁrst	strain	returns	in	its	even	more	obvious	covering	form	to	begin	the	second	strain,	and	its	
repetition	closes	oﬀ	the	third	strain.	At	the	same	time,	the	octave	at	the	beginning	contracts	
through	the	course	of	the	ﬁrst	strain	to	a	sixth	(in	the	parallel	spot	in	the	consequent,	as	I	noted	
earlier),	then	to	a	third	to	close	oﬀ	the	strain,	that	third	being	the	same	one	that	began	the	
strain,	B4-G4.	Something	close	to	a	retrograde	of	this	process	covers	the	third	strain:	the	third	
B4-D5	begins	and	is	repeated	several	times	before	ascending	to	G5	and	the	octave	G4-G5,	
while	beneath	it	the	sixth	B4-D4	reappears	but	then	is	also	inverted	to	become	the	sixth	B4-G5	
in	the	consequent.	Finally,	the	thirds	of	the	ﬁrst	strain	are	subordinated	to	the	octave	in	the	
second	strain	--	though	still	plainly	presented	--	and	then	the	inverted	third	B4-D5	regains	ﬁrst	
place	in	the	ﬁgures	of	the	third	strain.	
This	might	have	been	written	at	a	desk,	but	it	is	just	as	likely	--	as	a	ﬁddle	tune,	probably	much	
more	likely	--	to	have	been	created	through	improvisation.	If	Miss	Gunning	was	a	typical	upper-
class	young	woman	trained	to	become	a	skilful	(but	necessarily	amateur,	no	matter	how	skilful)	
musician,	no	doubt	she	was	indeed	delighted	by	this	ﬁddle	tune.
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n9_moon	and	7	stars	(Aird_v1)
“The	Moon	and	Seven	Stars”	is	composed	in	the	ubiquitous	binary	(two-strain)	design	where	
the	opening	of	the	second	strain	uses	contrasting	ﬁgures	but	the	end	repeats	the	closing	ﬁgure	
of	the	ﬁrst	strain.	Before	the	Formenlehre	revival	in	the	present	century,	this	design	was	called	
“balanced	binary.”	It	is	a	design	as	distinct	as	the	period	or	sentence,	and	I	think	it	was	a	
mistake	to	abandon	it.	Here	a	triad	space	--	circled	in	bars	1-2	--	works	downward	from	^8	and	
encompasses	both	^5	and	^3.	From	this	^5	emerges	with	the	help	of	the	prominent	^6	in	bar	3;	
the	latter	note	also	initiates	and	deﬁnes	the	“primitive	Urlinie”	in	the	cadence:	^5-^7-^8.	The	
second	strain	makes	this	much	ﬁrmer	by	^5-^6-^5	repetitions	similar	to	those	in	“Miss	
Gunning’s	Delight.”
n23_miners	(Aird_v1)
“The	Miners	of	Wicklow”	also	uses	the	balanced	binary	design.	The	large	ﬁgure	covering	the	
ﬁrst	strain	is	what	I	call	a	“mirror	Urlinie”:	^8	comes	down	to	^5,	then	rises	again	to	close.	The	
contrasting	ﬁgure	we	expect	in	the	opening	of	the	second	strain	establishes	the	upper	third	D5-
F#5	and	does	it	convincingly	enough	that	one	can	readily	hear	a	linear	ﬁgure	^3-^2-^1	over	the	
strain,	with	the	obvious	ascending	line	of	the	ﬁrst	strain	now	taking	the	role	of	a	principal	inner	
voice.	This	particular	conﬁguration	is	common	in	the	repertoire.	In	this	particular	case,	one	isn’t	
obliged	to	imagine	^2.
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n102_Yankey	(Aird_v1)
This	version	of	“Yanky	Doodle,”	from	Aird’s	ﬁrst	volume	(1782),	comes	with	four	variations.	The	
text	of	the	tune	itself	is	apparently	corrupt	at	the	end;	I	assume,	as	shown,	that	the	ﬁrst	note	in	
the	penultimate	bar	should	be	B4,	not	A4.	Nevertheless,	the	error	(?)	is	maintained	in	the	ﬁrst	
variation	(section	2	of	the	score).
There	are	many	minor	variants	among	published	versions	of	“Yankey	Doodle.”	Here,	the	F#	we	
expect	nowadays	in	bars	2	&	6	(at	the	asterisks)	is	missing,	with	the	result	that	the	ﬁrst	strain	
largely	sits	on	D5	(^8)	and	the	rising	cadence	simply	returns	to	it.	The	second	strain	does	much	
the	same,	though	it	is	not	quite	so	insistent	on	its	main	note.
																										
For	comparison,	here	is	a	version	of	the	tune	from	1881,	with	analysis	and	commentary	that	I	
included	in	my	original	essay:
Intense	focus	on	^8	(circled)	with	a	covering	F#5;	simple	ascending	cadence	from	below	--	
boxed	in	bars	7-8.	In	the	second	strain,	that	lower	register	is	worked	out	again,	with	^6	
neighbors	to	^5	and	a	primitive	rising	line	at	the	end.
The	addition	of	variations	is	rare	in	Aird’s	volumes,	though	it	was	common	enough	in	some	
publications	of	the	era,	as	for	example	in	those	by	James	Oswald	that	I	discuss	in	the	ﬁrst	
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Supplement.	Note	that,	in	the	expected	manner	of	variations,	the	tonal	frame	(or	“linear	
structure,”	if	you	read	things	that	way)	is	also	subject	to	variation,	not	just	the	smaller	scale	
(“surface”)	ﬁgures.	In	the	ﬁrst	variation,	then,	the	upper	third	plainly	takes	over	and	the	rising	
cadential	line	is	an	alto	voice,	as	we	also	saw	happen	in	the	second	strain	of	“The	Miners	of	
Wicklow.”	(This	carries	on	through	the	ﬁrst	strains	of	the	other	variations	as	well.)	The	second	
strain	of	the	variation	is,	if	anything,	odder	than	it	was	in	the	theme.	In	sections	3-5,	the	author-
improviser—perhaps	fortunately—abandons	the	stronger	implications	of	subdominant	
altogether	for	simple	neighbor	ﬁgures	involving	A4	and	B4.	In	these	cases,	the	fourth	space	A4-
D5	is	the	frame	and	the	closing	line	works	within	it.
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Aird_v1
n1_ranting	highlandman	(Aird_v1)
Several	tunes	from	Aird,	volume	1—including	“The	Ranting	Highlandman”	and	“Oyster	Wives	
Rant”—also	appear	in	my	original	essay	or	the	ﬁrst	supplement.	See	the	Appendix	to	collate	
those	documents	with	the	current	one.
n6_oyster	wive's	rant	(Aird_v1)
Here	is	the	version	from	my	original	essay	with	comment.								-------				"The	Oyster	Wives	Rant"	
is	a	reel,	a	Dorian	melody	(on	A)	based	on	the	i-VII-i	harmony	one	so	frequently	associates	with	
Celtic	music.	The	boxes	block	out	the	ﬁfths	frame:	A4-E5,	G4-D5,	E5-A4.	I	haven't	marked	the	
possible	lines	involved,	but	A4-G4-(A4)-B4-A4	is	possible	in	the	lower	voices,	and	a	modal	
primitive	line	E5-(D5)-E5-G5-(A5)	in	the	upper.
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n17_quickstep	(Aird_v1)
n31_wood	(Aird_v1)
n33_recruiting	(Aird_v1)
n40_warkworth	(Aird_v1)
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n110_ranting	(Aird_v1)
n158_lasses	(Aird_v1)
n189_whipman	(Aird_v1)
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Aird_v2
n1_my	loves	(Aird_v2)
n16_to	the	weaver	(Aird_v2)
n25_quickstep	(Aird_v2)
n42_joseph	(Aird_v2)
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n45_captain	ross	(Aird_v2)
n51_oak	(Aird_v2)
n72_alewife	(Aird_v2)
n82_quickstep	(Aird_v2)
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n86_jenny	(Aird_v2)
n97_tail	(Aird_v2)
n153_bissette	(Aird_v2)
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Aird_v3
n401_job	(Aird_v3)
n412_maid	(Aird_v2)
n424_madrigal	(Aird_v2)
n431_peggy	(Aird_v2)
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n482_miss	wade	(Aird_v2)
n555_cleghorn	(Aird_v2)
n575_rondo	(Aird_v2)
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Aird_v4
n6_German	(Aird_v4)
n34_belle	(Aird_v4)
In	my	original	essay,	I	reproduced	two	versions	of	“La	Belle	Catherine,”	with	the	melody	almost	
the	same	in	both	cases	as	the	one	from	Aird,	volume	4,	given	here.	About	the	ﬁrst	strain	I	wrote	
about	a	“.	.	.	rhythmic-metric	balance	.	.	.	between	upper	and	lower	voice	strands.	F#5	is	as	ﬁrm	
in	bar	2	as	D5	was	in	bar	1,	and	so	is	the	progress	from	B4	to	C#5	to	D	in	bars	3-5.	In	bar	7	the	
wedge	converging	on	the	ﬁnal	D5	actually	touches	the	so	often	to-be-imagined	^2	(E5).”
n46_soldier	(Aird_v4)
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n50_Dumfries	(Aird_v4)
n55_Irish	(Aird_v4)
n72_jenny	(Aird_v4)
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n75_john	(Aird_v4)
n124_lady	eliza	(Aird_v4)
n139_miss	graham	(Aird_v4)
n160_mrs	ford	(Aird_v4)
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Aird_v5
n63_Hare	(Aird_v5)
n72_aileen	(Aird_v5)
n105_miss	campbell	(Aird_v5)
n119_dyke	(Aird_v5)
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n156_always	(Aird_v5)
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Aird_v6
n24_mrs	ferguson	(Aird_v6)
n52_rosy	(Aird_v6)
n80_maid	(Aird_v6)
n89_prince	(Aird_v6)
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n144_as	now	(Aird_v6)
n160_march	(Aird_v6)
p39_irish	(Aird_v6)
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Andersonsbudget_country_dances
p6_mair	(Andersonsbudget_country_dances)
“Mair	the	Morn”	is	an	example	of	the	hop	jig;	these	are	notated	in	9/8	time	and	generally	
played	more	slowly	than	the	common	6/8	jig.	This	piece	is	also	an	example	of	the	rising	
cadence	ﬁgure	as	a	securely	maintained	inner	voice.	The	upper	^3	dominates	throughout	the	
ﬁrst	strain;	in	the	second	strain	it	is	overtopped	by	a	persistent	cover	tone	A5,	but	by	the	time	
the	cadence	approaches—middle	of	bar	6	in	the	second	strain—^3	as	focal	tone	is	clear.	One	is	
obliged	to	imagine	the	^2	for	a	descending	line,	but	that’s	not	at	all	diﬃcult	here.
p10_miller	(Andersonsbudget_country_dances)
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“The	Miller	of	Drone”	isn’t	called	a	strathspey,	but	it	has	the	character	of	one,	which	means	
that	it	is	probably	best	played	slowly,	with	expression,	including	occasional	marcato	notes	and	
ornamentation,	as	well	as	inversion	of	the	some	of	the	dotted-note	ﬁgures	(to	create	the	
“Scotch	snap”	that	is	especially	characteristic	of	the	strathspey).	It	shows	its	age,	so	to	speak,	
with	the	largely	unrelated	modal	second	strain,	which	blends	easily	back	into	a	repetition	of	
the	ﬁrst	strain	thanks	to	the	latter’s	early	emphasis	on	^6	(B4)	--	see	the	annotation	in	the	score	
below.	The	initial	ﬁgure	works	its	way	through	the	entire	D	major	triad	from	F#5	to	D4	--	at	(a)	
--	though	with	some	attention,	as	noted,	to	^5	and	its	upper	neighbor.	A	surprise,	then,	when	
the	least	prominent	note,	the	pickup	F#5,	reappears	to	close	the	two	bar	unit.	In	the	repetition	
of	the	two-bar	unit		the	focus	on	^5	is	followed	through	--	at	(b)	--	and	generates	a	rising	
cadence.	The	status	of	the	nearly	phantom	^3	remains	unclear.	In	the	consequent,	the	situation	
is	not	improved,	as	at	(c),	an	octave’s	worth	of	arpeggiation	muddies	the	registral	waters.	The	
simple	rising	line,	however,	is	plain	as	day.	
(I	have	not	included	the	second	strain	here	because	it	is	one	of	those	that	is	eﬀectively	a	
diﬀerent	tune,	a	situation	radically	unlike	“Miss	Gunning’s	Delight,”	which	I	discussed	in	the	
introduction	to	this	essay.)
For	those	who	are	interested	in	form	functions	and	design,	the	ﬁrst	strain	of	“The	Miller	of	
Drone”	is	a	presentation	+	consequent,	a	hybrid	type	that	William	Caplin	largely	rejects	
because	instances	of	it	were	too	rare	in	the	repertoires	he	examined.	It	was,	however,	quite	
well	represented	in	the	dance	and	song	repertoires	of	the	17th	and	18th	centuries,	and	is	
closely	related	to	what	I	call	the	“4-bar	theme”,	of	which	the	ﬁrst	strains	in	“Mair	the	Morn,”	
“Miss	Bettsey	Roberson’s	Reel,”	“Mrs	Garden	of	Troups	Strathspey,”	and	“New	Christmas”	are	
all	examples.	(You	can	see	the	relationship	easily	in	the	second	strain	of	“New	Christmas”	
below,	where	some	versions	are	notated	in	four	bars,	others	in	eight.)		
Second	strains	are	similarly	constructed,	but	the	consequent	phrase	tends	to	have	some	kind	
of	variation:	added	ornamental	ﬁgures,	altered	cadences,	etc.	In	“The	Miller	of	Drone”	the	
changes	occur	in	the	ﬁnal	unit	(pickup	to	bar	7	and	bar	7	itself)	but	the	cadential	gesture	of	bar	
8	is	unchanged.	The	same	is	true	in	“Mrs	Garden	of	Troups	Strathspey,”	“Miss	Bettsey	
Roberson’s	Reel,”	and	“Mair	the	Morn.”
Supplement 2 to Dance and Song, p. 26
p18_miss	bettsey	(Andersonsbudget_country_dances)
“Miss	Bettsey	Roberson’s	Reel”	has	a	complex	arpeggio	opening	--	like	“The	Miller	of	Drone”	
and	“New	Christmas.”	Its	initial	focus	on	the	upper	register	(^8,	as	G5)	but	a	turn	to	the	lower	
register	to	close	the	strain	is	very	similar	to	the	ﬁrst	strain	of	“New	Christmas.”	The	third	B4-D5	
at	(b)	is	ﬂipped	to	become	the	sixth	B4-D4	to	open	the	second	strain.		At	(d)	the	lower	end,	D4-
E4,	is	thrown	up	to	become	E5-D5	that	shapes	the	close	of	the	phrase.	A	recovery	of	the	sixth	
at	(e)	--	for	the	consequent	phrase	--	but	the	ending	is	completely	reconceived	to	focus	on	the	
upper	register.	At	(f)	the	sixth	becomes	a	third	again,	and	a	simple	rising	line	moves	to	G5.	At	
(g)	a	cover	tone	G5,	and	at	(h)	a	nice	detail	in	the	note-direct	presentation	of	the	rising	line.
p27_mrs	garden	(Andersonsbudget_country_dances)
Supplement 2 to Dance and Song, p. 27
Even	in	our	small	sample	from	Anderson,	we	have	seen	obvious	instances	of	the	registral	play	
that	is	natural	to	the	violin.	“Mrs	Garden	of	Troups	Strathspey”	is	no	exception.	A	steady	
movement	up	crosses	the	boundary	between	strains,	and	the	end	result	is	that	^3	probably	
overtakes	lower	notes	in	the	second	strain.	The	rising	cadence	is	thus	limited	to	the	ﬁrst	strain.
p34_new	christmas	(Andersonsbudget_country_dances)
I	included	three	versions	of	this	tune	in	my	original	essay:				Collections:	(Preston),(Gow	2),	
(Surenne	Collection	1),	(Surenne	Collection	2--deleted:	melody	is	identical	to	Surenne	1).	See	
below.	Note	that	Preston	and	Gow,	both	from	the	18th	century,	put	the	second	strain	in	the	
lower	octave,	whereas	in	Surenne	(from	the	mid-19th	century)	it	is	in	the	upper	octave,	as	in	
Anderson,	which	was	published	about	1800.	In	other	words,	it	would	appear	that	the	second	
strain	was	freely	played	in	either	register,	depending	I	suppose	on	performance	circumstances.	
These	might	of	course	include	whether	the	tune	was	played	on	violin	or	on	ﬂute,	but	also	
whether	it	was	a	performance	for	listening	or	one	for	dancing,	since	the	lowest	register	of	the	
violin	was	something	of	a	special	eﬀect,	expressive	(is	there	a	connection	to	“bass	reel”?)	but	
weak	for	the	acoustics	of	most	rooms	for	dancing.
Supplement 2 to Dance and Song, p. 28
																	
Supplement 2 to Dance and Song, p. 29
Returning	to	the	version	in	Anderson,		we	ﬁnd	another	complex	arpeggio	opening.	Note	
especially	the	equal	emphasis	on	^3,	^5,	and	^8,	as	each	is	placed	on	an	accented	beat.	The	
shape	of	the	ﬁrst	strain	is	similar	to	“Miss	Bettsey	Roberson’s	Reel”	in	that	the	uppermost	
register	(^8)	ﬁnishes	the	ﬁrst	unit	but	the	lower	registers	ﬁnish	the	strain.	The	third	pairings	are	
very	close	indeed	to	those	in	“Miss	Bettsey	Roberson’s	Reel.”		The	second	strain	is	reminiscent	
of	“Miss	Gunning’s	Delight”	in	that	the	mid-register	third	^3/^5	eventually	generates	a	simple	
ascending	line	to	^8.
Supplement 2 to Dance and Song, p. 30
May_theatrical	music
p20_Haydn	favorite	andante	(May_theatrical	music)
p30_earl	moira	(May_theatrical	music)
Supplement 2 to Dance and Song, p. 31
p48	Duke	(May_theatrical	music)
p63_quickstep	(May_theatrical	music)
Supplement 2 to Dance and Song, p. 32
p69_my	lady	(May_theatrical	music)
p90_low	down	(May_theatrical	music)
Supplement 2 to Dance and Song, p. 33
p102_aileen	(May_theatrical	music)
p105_brandy	(May_theatrical	music)
Supplement 2 to Dance and Song, p. 34
Sharp_Morris_Tunes_Set_II
														
Supplement 2 to Dance and Song, p. 35
Appendix:	Tune	Index	for	the	Essay	and	the	Two	Supplements
NB	1:	Titles	are	given	as	in	the	sources.
NB	2:	For	detailed	information	on	the	collections,	see	the	corresponding	document.
NB	3:	For	all	three	documents,	tunes	=	about	360	(without	repetitions).
Tune title Collection Document
14	of	October,	The Oswald Supplement	1
29th	of	May Kidson Essay
Aileen	Aroon Aird_v5 Supplement	2
Aileen	Aroon May Supplement	2
Aileen	Aroon	 Oswald1 Supplement	1
Air	n516 Joyce,	Old	Irish	Folk	Music Essay
Air	n744 Joyce,	Old	Irish	Folk	Music Essay
Air	n796 Joyce,	Old	Irish	Folk	Music Essay
Alewife	and	her	Barrel Aird_v2 Supplement	2
Always	Pretty Aird_v5 Supplement	2
Argyle	is	my	name Gow Supplement	1
Argyle	is	My	Name Edinburgh	1	&	2 Essay
As	now	we’re	met Aird_v6 Supplement	2
Bannocks	O’Barley	Meal Gow Supplement	1
Barley	Broth,	a	Jig French	Collection Essay
Beamish's	Goat O'Neill_Dances_of_Ireland Essay
Beauty	in	Tears Edinburgh	1	&	2 Essay
Belfast	Lasses O'Neill_Dances_of_Ireland Essay
Berks	of	Abergelde,	The Oswald Supplement	1
Bessy	Bell	and	Mary	Gray Gow Supplement	1
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Tune title Collection Document
Bevis	Mount Straight	&	Skillern Essay
Blind	Beggar Straight	&	Skillern Essay
Blooming	Meadows Joyce,	Ancient	Irish	Music Essay
Bocage	que,	l'aurore Edinburgh	1	&	2 Essay
Bonnie	Boy O'Neill_Dances_of_Ireland Essay
Bonnie	Wee	Thing,	The Haydn/Napier	 Supplement	1
Bonnie	wi	thing,	The Oswald Supplement	1
Bonny	Boat	Man,	The Oswald Supplement	1
Bonny	wee	thing,	The Gow Supplement	1
Bonny	Widow	of	Wigtown,	The Oswald Supplement	1
Boys	from	Scart O'Neill_Dances_of_Ireland Essay
Brandy	Shop,	The May Supplement	2
Brides	Bells Alexander_vol6 Essay
Brighton	Galloppe Alexander_vol6 Essay
Burn	of	Carnie Preston Essay
Captain	Kelly's	Reel O'Neill_Dances_of_Ireland Essay
Captain	Ross’s	Reel Aird_v2 Supplement	2
Captin	O'Neill O'Neill_Dances_of_Ireland Essay
Castle	Swien Oswald Supplement	1
Cave	of	Enchantment Straight	&	Skillern Essay
Cawdor	Fair Edinburgh	1	&	2 Essay
Cawdor	Fair Gow	2 Essay
Celebrated	Royal	Galloppade	n1 Alexander_vol6 Essay
Chelsea	Stage Straight	&	Skillern Essay
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Tune title Collection Document
Chilter,	Der Wyss	and	Kuhn Supplement	1
Chisholm,	The Fraser,	Airs	&	Melodies Essay
Cleghorn’s	Rant Aird_v3 Supplement	2
College	Hornpipe Westrop	 Essay
Collier’s	Daughter,	The Gow Supplement	1
Colonel	Noel's	Fancy Stirling	Collection Essay
Come	Upstairs	with	Me O'Neill_Dances_of_Ireland Essay
Country	Lassie,	A	 Haydn/Napier Supplement	1
Coupar	Angus	Jigg Duﬀ	Collection Essay
Craigey	Rock,	The Oswald Supplement	1
Crystal	Hunters,	The Alexander_vol6 Essay
David	Grady's	Hop	Jig Joyce,	Ancient	Irish	Music Essay
David	Grady's	Reel Joyce,	Ancient	Irish	Music Essay
Day	We	Paid	the	Rent O'Neill_Dances_of_Ireland Essay
Donald	Dow Surenne	Collection	2 Essay
Donald	Dow's	Strathspey Gow	2 Essay
Dr.	Taylor O'Neill_Dances_of_Ireland Essay
Duchess	of	Gordon Surenne	Collection	1 Essay
Duchess	of	Gordon's	Strathspey Campbell	Collection Essay
Duke	of	Bedford’s	Grand	March May Supplement	2
Duke	of	Edinburgh'sDelight Johnson Essay
Duke	of	Roxburghe Surenne	Collection	2 Essay
Dumfries	House Aird_v4 Supplement	2
Dumfries	House,	a	Jig Gow	2 Essay
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Tune title Collection Document
Duncan	Davidson Edinburgh	1	&	2 Essay
Dusty	Miller Preston Essay
Earl	Moira’s	Strathspey May Supplement	2
Earl	of	Eglinton Gow	1 Essay
Eight	about	the	Fireside Edinburgh	1	&	2 Essay
Exile	of	Erin Edinburgh	1	&	2 Essay
Farewell	to	Spain Joyce,	Old	Irish	Folk	Music Essay
Father	Frank	of	Gorey Joyce,	Old	Irish	Folk	Music Essay
Father	Jack	Walsh O'Neill_Dances_of_Ireland Essay
Favorite	Styrian	Melody Alexander_vol6 Essay
Flannel	Jacket Joyce,	Ancient	Irish	Music Essay
Fly	Not	Yet Westrop	 Essay
Fortune	teller Alexander_vol6 Essay
Four-hand	Reel O'Neill_Dances_of_Ireland Essay
Fox	Hunter's	Jig O'Neill_Dances_of_Ireland Essay
Frisky Straight	&	Skillern Essay
Funny	Eyes Joyce,	Old	Irish	Folk	Music Essay
Gaelic	Air Gow	2 Essay
Gallaway	Tom Oswald Supplement	1
Ge	Ho,	Dobbin Kidson Essay
German	Hornpipe Aird_v4 Supplement	2
German	Song Alexander_vol6 Essay
Gille	Callum Morison	Collections	(2) Essay
Gin	ye	winna	tak’	me	ye	may	let	me	go Gow Supplement	1
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Tune title Collection Document
Girl	I	Left	Behind	Me Westrop	 Essay
Glancing	of	her	Apron,	The Haydn/Napier Supplement	1
Glascon	Lasses Davis,	24	Country	Dances Essay
Gorans Petrie_Collection Essay
Green	Grow	the	Rashes Haydn/Napier Supplement	1
Greyhound Joyce,	Old	Irish	Folk	Music Essay
Hallow	Een Oswald Supplement	1
Hamlet	Where	My	lover	Dwells Fraser,	Airs	&	Melodies Essay
Handy	with	the	Stick O'Neill_Dances_of_Ireland Essay
Hare	in	Corn Aird_v5 Supplement	2
Hare	in	the	Corn,	The Oswald Supplement	1
Hark	the	Cock	crow’d Oswald Supplement	1
Haydn	Favorite	Andante May Supplement	2
Her	absence	will	not	alter	me Haydn/Napier Supplement	1
Hey	to	Couper Preston Essay
Hey	to	Cupar,	a	Jig Gow	2 Essay
Hi	lo	ro!	hog	eile Morison	Collections	(2) Essay
Highway	to	Colain Riddell	Collection Essay
Honable	Mr	Gray Petrie_Collection Essay
Honble	Miss	H	Elliot Pringle	First	Collection Essay
Honble.	George	Carnegie’s	Strathspey Mclaren	Collection Essay
Hot	Bath	 Straight	&	Skillern Essay
How	can	I	be	sad	on	my	Wedding	Day? Gow Supplement	1
How	can	I	be	Sad	on	my	Wedding	Day? Haydn/Napier Supplement	1
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Tune title Collection Document
How	Happy	the	Soldier	Who	Lives	on	
HIs	Pay
Westrop	 Essay
How	the	Money	Goes O'Neill_Dances_of_Ireland Essay
Humors	of	Ballymanus O'Neill_Dances_of_Ireland Essay
Hunting	the	Hare Joyce,	Old	Irish	Folk	Music Essay
Hunting	the	Slipper Button	&	Whitaker	1813 Essay
Huntlys	Wedding	Medley Fraser,	Airs	&	Melodies Essay
I've	Kissed	and	I've	Prattled Edinburgh	1	&	2 Essay
If	I	Were	Near	the	Peaﬁeld Joyce,	Old	Irish	Folk	Music Essay
Irish	Air Aird_v4 Supplement	2
Irish	Air Aird_v6 Supplement	2
Ivy	Leaf O'Neill_Dances_of_Ireland Essay
Jackson's	Rolling	Jig O'Neill_Dances_of_Ireland Essay
Jenny	and	I Oswald Supplement	1
Jenny	Nettles Preston Essay
Jenny	Nettles Aird_v2 Supplement	2
Jenny	Sutton Campbell	Collection Essay
Jenny	Sutton Dales Essay
Jenny's	Bawbee Edinburgh	1	&	2 Essay
Jenny's	Bawbee MacGlashan's	Collection Essay
Jenny’s	Babee Aird_v4 Supplement	2
Jennys	Bawbee Gow	2 Essay
Jig	n502 Joyce,	Old	Irish	Folk	Music Essay
Job	of	Journey	Work Aird_v3 Supplement	2
Jock's	Lodge Preston Essay
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Tune title Collection Document
Jockey	blythe	and	Gay Oswald Supplement	1
Jocky	and	Jenny Gow Supplement	1
John	Come	Kiss	me	Now Oswald Supplement	1
John	Come	Kiss	Me	Now Aird_v4 Supplement	2
John	of	Badenyon Gow Supplement	1
Johnny	Made	a	Wedding	O't Surenne	Collection	2 Essay
Johnny	Made	a	Wedding	O't Westrop	 Essay
Joseph’s	Frolick Aird_v2 Supplement	2
Kerry	Jig Joyce,	Old	Irish	Folk	Music Essay
Kerry	Jig O'Neill_Dances_of_Ireland Essay
Kilkenny	Races Joyce,	Old	Irish	Folk	Music Essay
King	Charles's	Jig Joyce,	Ancient	Irish	Music Essay
Kinloch		of	KInloch Westrop	 Essay
Kiss	Me	Kate O'Neill_Dances_of_Ireland Essay
Kitty	Kickaway Button	and	Whitaker	1810 Essay
Kitty's	Frolick Davis,	24	Country	Dances Essay
La	belle	Catherine Edinburgh	1	&	2 Essay
La	belle	Catherine Dales Essay
La	Belle	Catherine Aird_v4 Supplement	2
La	Bissette Aird_v2 Supplement	2
la	Gitana Westrop	 Essay
Ladies	of	Leinster O'Neill_Dances_of_Ireland Essay
Lady	Binning Surenne	Collection	1 Essay
Lady	Binning Surenne	Collection	2 Essay
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Tune title Collection Document
Lady	Binning's	Strathspey Gow	2 Essay
Lady	Carmichael's	Strathspey Shepherd	Collections	(2) Essay
Lady	Charlotte	Durham Edinburgh	1	&	2 Essay
Lady	Eliza	Callender’s	Favourite Aird_v4 Supplement	2
Lady	Frances	Pratt’s	Fancy Button	&	Whitaker	1813 Essay
Lady	Mackenzie	of	Coul Surenne	Collection	1 Essay
Lady	Madeline	Sinclair Surenne	Collection	2 Essay
Lass	of	Ballantrae Gow	2 Essay
Lass	of	Ballantrae Surenne	Collection	1 Essay
Lass	of	Ballantrae Surenne	Collection	2 Essay
Lass	of	Ballintra Joyce,	Old	Irish	Folk	Music Essay
Lass	of	Patie’s	Mill,	The Gow Supplement	1
Lass	of	Patie’s	Mill,	The Oswald Supplement	1
Lass	of	Peatie's	Mill Edinburgh	1	&	2 Essay
Lass	of	Richmond	Hill Westrop	 Essay
Lasses	of	Dunse O'Neill_Dances_of_Ireland Essay
Lasses	of	Dunse Aird_v1 Supplement	2
Last	of	the	Twins O'Neill_Dances_of_Ireland Essay
Lauchlans	Lilt Oswald Supplement	1
Leister	House	 Davis,	24	Country	Dances Essay
Let	Hoary	Time Alexander_vol6 Essay
Lord	Minto's	Waltz Pringle	First	Collection Essay
Low	Down	in	the	Broom Gow Supplement	1
Low	Down	in	the	Broom May Supplement	2
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Tune title Collection Document
Lullaby Alexander_vol6 Essay
Mackenzie's	Rant Gow	2 Essay
Madrigal,	The Aird_v3 Supplement	2
Maid	of	the	Mill Aird_v3 Supplement	2
Maid	of	the	Mill Aird_v6 Supplement	2
Mair	the	Morn Anderson Supplement	2
Major	Mclean MacGlashan's	Collection Essay
Maltman,	a	Jig Gow	2 Essay
March.	W.	S.	Royals Aird_v6 Supplement	2
Marmont’s	Retreat Button	&	Whitaker	1813 Essay
Marquis	of	Hastings Surenne	Collection	1 Essay
Marquis	of	Hastings Surenne	Collection	2 Essay
Marquis	of	Huntlys	Birthday Petrie_Collection Essay
Master	Francis	Sitwell Surenne	Collection	2 Essay
May	I	See	you	Happy Morison	Collections	(2) Essay
Merry	Hary Davis,	24	Country	Dances Essay
Merry	Making Fraser,	Airs	&	Melodies Essay
Merry	Mary O'Neill_Dances_of_Ireland Essay
Miller	of	Drone,	The Anderson Supplement	2
Miller's	Daughter O'Neill_Dances_of_Ireland Essay
Miners	of	Wicklow Aird_v1 Supplement	2
Miss	Baigrie Köhlers'	Violin	Repository	Book	 Essay
Miss	Bettsey	Roberson’s	Reel Anderson Supplement	2
Miss	Betty	Hunter Duﬀ	Collection Essay
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Tune title Collection Document
Miss	Bigg's	Fancy Campbell	Collection Essay
Miss	Butt's	Favorite Straight	&	Skillern Essay
Miss	Campbell	of	Smiddy	Greens MacGlashan's	Collection Essay
Miss	Campbell’s	Jig Aird_v5 Supplement	2
Miss	Carmichael's	Jig Shepherd	Collections	(2) Essay
Miss	Dean's	Favorite Shepherd	Collections	(2) Essay
Miss	Dorothea	S	Cheyne Clark	Collection Essay
Miss	Duﬀ	of	Loach Clark	Collection Essay
Miss	Graham	of	Inchbrachkie Morison	Collections	(2) Essay
Miss	Graham	of	Inchbrackie Edinburgh	1	&	2 Essay
Miss	Graham	of	Inchbrakie’s	
Strathspey
Aird_v4 Supplement	2
Miss	Graham	of	Inveraray Macintyre	Collection Essay
Miss	Gunning’s	Delight Aird_v1 Supplement	2
Miss	Henrietta	Duﬀ's	Favorite Clark	Collection Essay
Miss	Hill Button	&	Whitaker	n18 Essay
Miss	Hoods	Strathspey Mackintosh	Collection Essay
Miss	Hurry's	Strathspey Mackintosh	Collection Essay
Miss	Jane	Hunter	Blair Shepherd	Collections	(2) Essay
Miss	Jane	Stewart Surenne	Collection	2 Essay
Miss	Jean	Hamilton Earl	of	Eglinton's	Collection Essay
Miss	Jenny	Lindsay Mclaren	Collection Essay
Miss	Laird's	Allemande Duﬀ	Collection Essay
Miss	Leslie	of	Rothy Shirrefs	Collection Essay
Miss	Logan,	Ayr,	Strathspey French	Collection Essay
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Tune title Collection Document
Miss	Margaret	Gordon MacGlashan's	Collection Essay
Miss	Margaret	Grant's	Reel Macintyre	Collection Essay
Miss	Margaret	Moire Duﬀ	Collection Essay
Miss	Mary	Jarvis Clark	Collection Essay
Miss	Nisbet's	Strathspey Pringle	First	Collection Essay
Miss	Sherriﬀ's	Strathspey Pringle	First	Collection Essay
Miss	Susan	Boggs Petrie_Collection Essay
Miss	Wade’s	Delight Aird_v3 Supplement	2
Miss	Wedderburn Surenne	Collection	1 Essay
Money	Musk O'Neill_Dances_of_Ireland Essay
Moon	and	7	stars,	The Aird_v1 Supplement	2
Morgiana	 Button	&	Whitaker	n18 Essay
Mortland's	Reel Petrie_Collection Essay
Mountains	High Joyce,	Ancient	Irish	Music Essay
Mr	A	Mcwhinnie Macintyre	Collection Essay
Mr	Adam	Robertson Clark	Collection Essay
Mr	Charles	Sharp Gow	1 Essay
Mr	Duﬀ's	Birthday Petrie_Collection Essay
Mr	Gregor’s	March Westrop	 Essay
Mr	I	Rose's	Strathspey Macintyre	Collection Essay
Mr	Peter	Duﬀ's	Favorite Clark	Collection Essay
Mr	Stirling	of	Keir Stirling	Collection Essay
Mrs	Andrw	Sivewright Clark	Collection Essay
Mrs	Casey Campbell	Collection Essay
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Tune title Collection Document
Mrs	Douglass	of	Brighton Duﬀ	Collection Essay
Mrs	Garden	of	Troups	Strathspey Anderson Supplement	2
Mrs	Gordon	of	Abergeldie Petrie_Collection Essay
Mrs	Jas	Erskine	of	Kirkwall Macintyre	Collection Essay
Mrs	Montgomrie Earl	of	Eglinton's	Collection Essay
Mrs	Ramsay	of	Barnton Macintyre	Collection Essay
Mrs.	Ferguson’s	Strathspey Aird_v6 Supplement	2
mrs.	Forbes	of	Shivers’	Fancy Aird_v4 Supplement	2
Mum	for	That Johnson	 Essay
Murland	Willie Oswald Supplement	1
Musing	on	the	Roaring	Ocean Beethoven/Thomson Supplement	1
My	Lady May Supplement	2
My	Lord	Tomnoddy Westrop	 Essay
My	Love	is	All	the	World	to	Me Joyce,	Old	Irish	Folk	Music Essay
My	Love	is	like	the	Red,	Red	Rose Edinburgh	1	&	2 Essay
My	Love	She's	but	a	Lassie Alexander_vol6 Essay
My	Love	She’s	but	a	Lassie	yet Aird_v2 Supplement	2
My	Nanie	O Gow Supplement	1
Nabob	 Straight	&	Skillern Essay
Ned	Goggin's	Reel Joyce,	Ancient	Irish	Music Essay
New	Christmas Preston Essay
New	Christmas Gow	2 Essay
New	Christmas Surenne	Collection	1 Essay
New	Christmas Surenne	Collection	2 Essay
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Tune title Collection Document
New	Christmas Anderson Supplement	2
New	Ranz	des	Vaches Alexander_vol6 Essay
New	Rigg'd	Ship Edinburgh	1	&	2 Essay
New	Rigged	Ship Mackintosh	Collection Essay
new	Str[aths]pey	Reel,	A Oswald Supplement	1
Niel	Gow Surenne	Collection	2 Essay
Niel	Gow's	Strathspey Gow	2 Essay
Niel	Gow's	Strathspey Macintyre	Collection Essay
North	Hunt	Medley Fraser,	Airs	&	Melodies Essay
Now	you're	gane	awa' Fraser,	Airs	&	Melodies Essay
O	for	ane	and	Twenty	Tam Gow Supplement	1
O	for	ane	and	twenty	Tam! Haydn/Napier Supplement	1
O	Gentle	Strain Alexander_vol6 Essay
O'Dwyer's	Reel O'Neill_Dances_of_Ireland Essay
O’er	the	Dyke Aird_v5 Supplement	2
O’er	the	Moor	among	the	Heather Haydn/Napier Supplement	1
Oak	stick Aird_v2 Supplement	2
Old	Woodhouselee	Castle Köhlers'	Violin	Repository	Book	 Essay
Old	Woodhouselee	Reel Köhlers'	Violin	Repository	Book	 Essay
On	a	Green	Bank Crosby,	Irish	Music	Repository Essay
Orange	Rogue O'Neill_Dances_of_Ireland Essay
Oswalds	Farewell Oswald Supplement	1
Oyster	Wive's	Rant Aird_v1 Supplement	2
Oyster	Wives	Rant Preston Essay
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Tune title Collection Document
Parks	of	Eglinton French	Collection Essay
Peggy	Bawn Gow	2 Essay
Peggy	of	Darby,	or	the	Dandys Aird_v3 Supplement	2
Perth-shire	Volunteers’	Strathspey Petrie_Collection Essay
Perthshire	Volunteers Petrie_Collection Essay
Planxty	Reynolds Joyce,	Old	Irish	Folk	Music Essay
Pot	Stick Kidson Essay
Pretty	Green	Banks	of	Cavan Joyce,	Old	Irish	Folk	Music Essay
Pretty	Miss's	Fancy Davis,	24	Country	Dances Essay
Prince	or	Princess	Dolgorucki Skillern&Challoner_10 Essay
Princes	Favourite,	The Aird_v6 Supplement	2
Punch	Alive Kidson Essay
Quick	Step May Supplement	2
Quick	Step	25th	Regt Aird_v2 Supplement	2
Quick	Step	40th	Regt Aird_v2 Supplement	2
Quick	Step	71st	Regt Aird_v1 Supplement	2
Quick	Step	n1 Morison	Collection Essay
Quick	Step	n2 Morison	Collection Essay
Ralph's	Ramble	to	London Straight	&	Skillern Essay
Rantan	Rearan Preston Essay
Ranting	Highland-man Gow	2 Essay
Ranting	Highlandman Aird_v1 Supplement	2
Ranting	Roaring	Highlandman Aird_v1 Supplement	2
Raza's	Rell Campbell	Collection Essay
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Tune title Collection Document
Recruiting	Oﬃcer Aird_v1 Supplement	2
Rendezvouz Fraser,	Airs	&	Melodies Essay
Reticule Surenne	Collection	2 Essay
Robin	Adair Gow Supplement	1
Robin	Adair Edinburgh	1	&	2 Essay
Rondo	D’Henry	4th Aird_v3 Supplement	2
Rory	O’More Westrop	 Essay
Rosy	Morn,	The Aird_v6 Supplement	2
Ruins	of	Killmallock O'Neill_Dances_of_Ireland Essay
Runaway	Bride O'Neill_Dances_of_Ireland Essay
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